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Annual Performance Plan Objectives by Program FTE

Fiscal Year 1999 Fiscal Year 2000
CP CP CP Program CP CP CP Program

Objective
I

Objective
II

Objective
III

Total Objective
I

Objective
II

Objective
III

Total

Consumer Protection Mission

     Advertising Practices 6 48 3 57 6 52 3 61

     Marketing Practices 10 82 5 97 10 87 5 102

     Service Industry Practices 5 42 2 49 5 42 2 49
     Financial Practices 6 51 3 60 7 57 3 67

     Enforcement 5 40 2 47 5 42 2 49

     Planning & Information 4 37 2 43 4 37 3 44

     Economic & Consumer Analysis 0 5 1 6 0 5 1 6
     Program Management 2 20 1 23 3 20 1 24

     CP Mission Support 13 109 6 128 13 111 7 131

Total Mission 51 434 25 510 53 453 27 533

Fiscal Year 1999 Fiscal Year 2000
MC MC MC Program MC MC MC Program

Objective
I

Objective
II

Objective
III

Total Objective
I

Objective
II

Objective
III

Total

Maintaining Competition Mission

     Premerger Notification 4 29 3 36 3 28 3 34

     Merger & Joint             
Venture–Enforcement

19 145 13 177 20 167 13 200

     Merger & Joint            
Venture–Compliance

2 14 1 17 2 14 1 17

     Nonmerger Enforcement 10 74 6 90 10 78 5 93
     Nonmerger Compliance 1 5 0 6 1 5 0 6
     Antitrust Policy Analysis 0 5 1 6 0 6 2 8

     Other Direct Mission Resources 2 16 1 19 2 18 1 21
     MC Mission Support 13 97 8 118 14 101 9 124

Total Mission 51 385 33 469 52 417 34 503
Annual Performance Measures
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Consumer Protection Mission

Goal 1:  Prevent fraud, deception, and unfair business practices in the marketplace.

FY 1999
Target

FY 2000
Target

Objective 1.1–Identify fraud, deception, and unfair practices that cause the greatest
consumer injury:

Measure 1.1.1:  Cumulative number of consumer complaints entered in
database.

200,000 275,000

Objective 1.2–Stop fraud, deception and unfair practices through law enforcement:

Measure 1.2.1: Dollar savings for consumers from FTC actions which stop
fraud.

$200
million

$200
million

Measure 1.2.2: Increase compliance in areas targeted for law enforcement. 20% 20%

Measure 1.2.3: Increase compliance in targeted self-regulated areas. 10% 10%

Objective 1.3–Prevent consumer injury through education:

Measure 1.3.1:  Number of consumers reached through FTC education
messages.

7.25
million

8.7
million
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Maintaining Competition Mission

Goal 2:  Prevent anticompetitive mergers and other anticompetitive business practices in the marketplace.

FY 1999
Target

FY 2000
Target

Objective 2.1–Identify anticompetitive mergers and practices that cause the greatest consumer
injury:

Measure 2.1.1:  Average number of days for review of HSR-reported transactions. 20 20

Measure 2.1.2:  Number of nonmerger investigations opened per year. 45 to 70 45 to 70

Objective 2.2–Stop anticompetitive mergers and practices through law enforcement:

Measure 2.2.1:  Positive outcome of cases brought by FTC due to alleged violations. 80% 80%

Measure 2.2.2:  Dollar savings for consumers resulting from FTC actions. $200
million

$200
million

Measure 2.2.3:  Average time, in months, from proposed consent orders to
divestitures.

9 9

Objective 2.3–Prevent consumer injury:

Measure 2.3.1:  Identify and survey FTC "customers" in the marketplace. design
survey

test survey

Measure 2.3.2:  Average number of days to issue advisory opinions in health care
area.

90 90

Consumer Protection Mission
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Goal: To prevent fraud, deception, and unfair business practices in the marketplace.

Objective 1:  Identify fraud, deception, and unfair practices that cause the greatest
consumer injury.

FY 1999 Budgeted Resources: 51 FTE $8,783,000

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Establish and build the capacity of a comprehensive nationwide consumer
complaint database, using the existing Telemarketing Complaint System
(maintained jointly with the National Association of Attorneys General) as the
foundation. 

b. Assure the privacy and security of database information.

c. Improve the agency’s ability to collect information by monitoring the
marketplace and holding hearings and workshops.

d. Search for new methods of collecting reliable data to identify problem areas.

2.  FY 1999 Implementation Plan

! Expand the database by (1) monitoring the marketplace to identify new sources of
consumer complaint data and problem areas not addressed by the database, (2)
soliciting broad participation by new U.S. and foreign law enforcement partners, (3)
taking the steps necessary to permit data exchange with Canada and other foreign
countries.

! Assess the adequacy of measures to assure the privacy and security of the
database and upgrade the system as necessary.

! Identify problem areas by making greater use of databases maintained by federal
and state partners and by enlisting the help of industry partners.Systematically
monitor the Internet, through "surf days" and industry screening, to target illegal
practices and track the effectiveness of our education and law enforcement efforts.

! Identify newly emerging consumer protection issues (e.g., the effect of the new
information technologies and global economy on the consumer market) and
explore them through public workshops, hearings, and studies. 
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3.  FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Increase the number of consumer complaints in the FTC database to at least
200,000.

The FTC uses complaints in the database to identify problem areas as reported by
the public.  This enables us to rapidly detect and respond to fraud, deception, and
other illegal practices, resulting in effective targeting of our law enforcement
resources.  Sharing fraud complaints with external partners also increases the
effectiveness of  law enforcement agencies across the U.S. and Canada. 
Constantly adding fresh information to the database is critical to its effectiveness
and its value to law enforcement.

4.   Program Evaluations

! Assess the adequacy of the database by surveying users to determine their
satisfaction with it. 

! Determine whether the software is providing adequate data analysis and security,
and whether it would be cost-effective to update it. 

 
! Assess privacy protections by reviewing complaints, if any, and evaluating the

policies in place.

! Evaluate the utility of workshops and hearings for identifying and exploring newly
emerging consumer protection issues by, among other things, surveying
participants in these public forums and reviewing the information obtained at
these events.
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Objective 2:  Stop fraud, deception, and unfair practices through law enforcement. 

FY 1999 Budgeted Resources: 434 FTE $50,174,000

A.  Stopping Fraud

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Lead and coordinate the nationwide attack on telemarketing fraud.

b. Leverage resources, where possible, through joint enforcement with federal and
state partners (e.g., Postal Inspection Service, Department of Justice, State
Attorneys General, Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal
Communications Commission, Commodity Futures Trading Commission).  

c.  Establish a comprehensive program to assure compliance with federal district
court orders in fraud cases.

d.  Target newly emerging “frontier” areas of fraud (e.g., cross-border and online
scams).

2.  FY 1999 Implementation Plan

! Lead attack on telemarketing fraud by (1) using the database and other sources to
target the most extensive frauds nationwide, (2) bringing coordinated federal/state
sweeps to stop them, (3) participating in, and supporting, state led sweeps and (4)
targeting those who "assist and facilitate" fraud, under the Telemarketing Sales
Rule.

! Develop Rapid Response Teams to target rapidly emerging frauds identified by the
database and other sources, especially those operating online. 

! Expand partnerships with the private sector to identify problems more effectively,
extend the reach of our consumer education campaigns, and develop new self-
regulatory programs (e.g., media screening of fraudulent advertisements).  

! Increase the agency’s impact through public sector partnerships: (1) Recruit new
federal and state partners for joint enforcement and education initiatives, (2) share
information and explore cooperative strategies for combating international fraud
with other countries, (3) develop cross-border enforcement and education
initiatives with Canada, and (4) develop and participate in interagency Task Forces
to clean up high incident fraud areas through civil and criminal enforcement.
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! Systematically monitor compliance with federal district court orders, prosecute
violators for civil and/or criminal contempt, and publicize actions to increase
deterrence.

3.   FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Save consumers over $200 million by stopping consumer fraud.

Saving consumers money is the ultimate goal of our anti-fraud efforts.  We save
consumers money each time a fraudulent operator is stopped by successful
litigation or settlement with the agency.  We increase these consumer savings by
leading joint law enforcement initiatives with federal, state, and international
partners. 

4.   Program Evaluations

! Assess the impact of anti-fraud efforts using database information (e.g., the
number of complaints, the amount of injury, the number of fraudulent operators). 

! Assess the overall trends revealed by the database to determine whether the
amount of resources dedicated to the fraud program should be altered or the
program’s priorities modified. 

! Compare the cost-effectiveness of existing efforts to fight fraud with the cost-
effectiveness of alternative approaches, such as criminal enforcement, more
stringent civil remedies, and consumer education.

B.   Ensuring Broad-Based Protections for Consumers 

1.  GPRA 5-Year Strategies

a.  Monitor national advertising in print, television, radio and other electronic
media to identify illegal practices that may not be fully captured by the database.  

b.  Identify and target for law enforcement areas that create the greatest risks to
consumer health, safety, and economic well-being.

c.  Minimize the burdens of FTC rules, guides, and orders through systematic
review.

d.  Encourage self-regulation and private initiatives, where appropriate, in lieu of
regulation or law enforcement.
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2.  FY 1999 Implementation Plan

! Monitor advertising in traditional and new media, targeting for enforcement and
education deceptive claims involving, e.g., (1) health and safety, (2) children, (3) the
new technologies, and (4) major manufacturers, products, or ad campaigns. 
Health and safety areas of particular concern include: OTC drugs and devices,
food, weight loss products and programs, dietary supplements, health care,
tobacco, and alcohol.   

! Promote truthful, non-deceptive advertising by working with public and private
partners to (1) identify problems, (2) educate businesses, (3) encourage the
adoption of industry advertising codes, (4) encourage industry self-policing online.

! Target significant violations of the consumer credit statutes for enforcement,
working with law enforcement partners (the Department of Justice, the states) in
areas of common jurisdiction.  Promote voluntary industry compliance through
business education, informal staff guidance, and interagency efforts (e.g., Task
Forces).    

! Promote compliance with FTC Rules and Guides by working with industry partners
to educate businesses and developing self-regulatory, amnesty, and/or leniency
programs to resolve routine, less significant violations.  Reserve formal
enforcement for serious violations.

! Establish noncompliance baselines for FY 1999 areas of targeted law enforcement. 
Monitor compliance in areas of targeted law enforcement undertaken in FY 1997
(e.g., auto leasing, online services, engine treatments, octane, air cleaners) and
take appropriate follow-up action (e.g., enforcement, education, self-regulation
program) where compliance falls short of 20% improvement. 

! Establish noncompliance baselines in areas considered for self-regulatory,
amnesty, and leniency programs.

! Measure compliance achieved by self-regulatory, amnesty, and leniency programs
established in FY 1997 (e.g., industry standards for online advertising targeted at
children, media screening of weight loss advertising, self-regulation of advertising
for age-restricted products, self-regulation by credit counseling services, industry
guides for refractive eye care surgery) and take appropriate follow-up action where
compliance falls short of 10% improvement.

! Initiate review of scheduled Rules and Guides for continuing need and current
relevance, addressing application to "frontier" areas and, where applicable, NAFTA
harmonization; recommend amendment or repeal as appropriate.

! Evaluate compliance by companies under order, work with them to achieve
voluntary compliance, and initiate formal enforcement where compliance falls
short. 
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3.   FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Increase compliance by an average of 20% in areas targeted for law enforcement in
FY 1997, and by an average of 10% in areas targeted for self-regulatory initiatives
in FY 1997.

Our goal in the non-fraud area is to increase compliance with the laws against
deceptive and unfair practices, and thereby ensure that consumers have more
accurate and complete information for their purchasing decisions.  We increase
compliance by targeting problem areas for law enforcement and by encouraging
industry self-regulation.  

 4.   Program Evaluations

! Assess the adequacy of data for targeting non-fraud law enforcement efforts and
the cost-effectiveness of gathering better data.  

! Assess whether the mix of resources allocated to fraud and non-fraud programs is
appropriate in light of changes in the marketplace.

! Evaluate the effectiveness of law enforcement for increasing compliance in
targeted areas.

! Evaluate the success of self-regulatory programs and identify factors to evaluate
success in the future.

! Determine whether there are new industries or areas of marketing that require law
enforcement or that may be appropriate for self-regulation.
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Objective 3:  Prevent consumer injury through education.

FY 1999 Budgeted Resources: 25 FTE $2,950,000

1.   GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Focus consumer and business education efforts on areas where fraud,
deception, unfair practices, and information gaps cause the greatest injury.

b. Extend the reach of consumer and business education through private and
public partnerships and the use of new media such as the Internet.  

c. Improve the timeliness of responses to consumer and business inquiries.

d. Increase public awareness of consumer protection problems and
solutions by conducting and publishing studies on changes in the
marketplace and the impact of business and government actions on
consumers.  

2.  FY 1999 Implementation Plan 

! Identify priority programs for education campaigns and implement marketing
plans for each using new and traditional media and public and private
partnerships.

! Develop creative new products (e.g., postcards, bus posters, bumper stickers) and
target new population groups to reach new audiences for FTC messages.

! Design and develop new content to increase usage of the FTC’s Website for
consumer and business education (e.g., interactive consumer quizzes) and
promote inter-agency consumer.gov website.

! Upgrade the agency’s capacity and technology for handling telephone, mail, and e-
mail inquiries from consumers and businesses, and increase the timeliness of
responses to such inquiries.

! Publish and distribute reports to educate consumers and others about important
consumer protection problems and solutions (e.g., third annual Fraud Report). 
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3.   FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Reach an audience of at least 7.25 million with FTC education messages. 

We develop an education campaign to accompany each of our major law
enforcement initiatives.  Public education programs benefit consumers by alerting
them to their rights under various consumer protection laws and providing
practical tips on how to recognize and avoid scams and rip-offs.  The education
program uses the national media, public and private partners, the Consumer
Response Center, and the FTC website to reach as many consumers as possible.

4.  Program Evaluations

! Assess whether the agency is using the appropriate mix of media to communicate
its consumer education messages and whether the agency is making the best use
of the available media.  

! Determine whether the FTC should reach new audiences, in light of any changes
in demographics and marketing practices.

! Encourage consumer behavioral research within and outside the Commission that
will help the agency to evaluate the effectiveness of its education messages.

! Review the focus of FTC education efforts and adjust based on changing consumer
and business needs.
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Maintaining Competition Mission 

Goal:  To prevent anticompetitive mergers and other anticompetitive business
practices in the marketplace.

Objective 1:  Identify anticompetitive mergers and practices that cause the greatest
consumer injury.

FY 1999 Budgeted Resources: 51 FTE $5,730,000 

1. GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a.  Use the HSR Program to review reportable mergers.  Track and maintain the
timeliness of merger review under the HSR Program.

b.  Use trade press articles, consumer and competitor complaints and other means
to identify (1) mergers that were not required to be reported under HSR or that
were not reported in violation of HSR, and (2) potentially anticompetitive non-
merger business practices.

c.  Continue to make efficient use of the initial 30-day period after HSR filings (or
15 days for a cash tender offer) to determine whether a merger is likely to harm
competition, including prompt inter-agency clearance and timely review of filings
to avoid unnecessary extended investigations.

d.  Through hearings, Bureau of Economics studies, and other means, identify
emerging trends and focus on potentially anticompetitive business practices or
other issues that need to be addressed because of changes in the economy,
technology, and the marketplace.

e.  Refine the investigative and decisional tools used in both merger and
nonmerger investigations through continuous learning.

f.  Maintain and improve the timeliness, efficiency, and effectiveness of nonmerger
investigations by returning resources to the nonmerger program to the extent the
level of merger activity permits.

2. FY 1999 Implementation Plan

A. All Programs

! Timeliness of review.  Monitor the time and resources needed to conduct
preliminary investigations.  Review the progress of all ongoing investigations on at
least a monthly basis.  For mergers filed under the HSR program, maintain
statistics for the average time for clearing transactions that do not require further
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review and the average time for completing all HSR investigations.   Review the
statistics on a semi-annual basis.  If the average time to complete HSR
investigations during the preceding 12 months exceeds 20 days, review the
efficiency of merger reviews during the initial 30-day period under HSR and make
any necessary adjustments.

! Resource management.  Monitor resource needs and consumption of merger and
nonmerger programs and make adjustments as appropriate.

! Identifying anticompetitive practices.  Use speeches, electronic media and other
publications to inform potential aggrieved parties that they can lodge complaints
with us.

! Analysis of competition issues.  Evaluate the need for in-depth study of a major
competition issue, such as the 1996 study of competition in the global economy
and the 1997 study of joint ventures and other collaborative arrangements.

! Training.  Conduct training programs in investigative skills and antitrust analysis,
including a competition overview program given twice-yearly for new attorneys,
summer interns and paralegals, and supplemental programs offered periodically
on various skills such as witness interviewing, taking and defending depositions
and legal writing.  Conduct monthly luncheon programs featuring speakers from
within and outside the agency on substantive or procedural topics.  In addition,
provide career enhancement training for support staff in subjects such as
paralegal skills and effective writing, and computer training for all staff.   Ensure
that lead attorneys and managers collect any important lessons learned at the
close of each significant investigation and transmit them to appropriate personnel
for incorporation in training programs and model pleadings.

B. Mergers Filed Under HSR

! Initial review of HSR filings by the Premerger Office.  Review filings for compliance
with reporting requirements; prepare a summary of the transaction and a
recommendation regarding further review; transmit summary information and
recommendation to Bureau of Competition management, merger litigation
divisions and Bureau of Economics.

! Review of HSR filings by a litigation division.  Based on transaction summary and
recommendation from the Premerger Office, a review of the filing if necessary, and
other available information, promptly determine whether further review is needed
to determine whether the transaction may be anticompetitive.  If further review is
deemed unnecessary, recommend early termination of the statutory waiting
period.  If further review is deemed necessary, seek investigational clearance
through the inter-agency liaison process with the Department of Justice.  If
clearance is received, continue the review during the remainder of the initial 30-
day period after filing (15 days for a cash tender offer), as necessary, employing
appropriate investigative techniques and sources of information, to determine
whether the proposed merger raises sufficiently serious concerns of potential
competitive and consumer injury to require further investigation with the issuance
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of investigative requests for additional information ("second requests").  If
appropriate, prior to the expiration of the initial 30- or 15-day waiting period,
prepare a recommendation to the Merger Screening Committee, convened weekly
(or sooner if necessary), for the opening of a full phase investigation, the issuance
of second requests by the Chairman of the agency, and approval of compulsory
process authority by the Commission.

C. HSR Compliance Enforcement

! HSR compliance.  Monitor compliance with the requirements of the HSR Act by
merging entities.  As necessary, investigate apparent violations and prepare a
recommendation on whether to seek civil penalties if merging entities failed to
fulfill their obligations under HSR.

! Consent orders.  If an investigation establishes reason to believe that a merging
party has failed to comply with requirements of the HSR Act and that an
enforcement action would be in the public interest, seek to negotiate a consent
order for an appropriate amount of civil penalties.

! Civil penalty litigation.  If an appropriate consent order cannot be negotiated,
prepare a recommendation that the Department of Justice file an action for civil
penalties under the HSR Act; if filed, litigate such action as authorized by the
Attorney General.

D. Mergers Not Subject to HSR

! Identify potentially anticompetitive mergers.  Use other techniques for identifying
potentially anticompetitive mergers that are not reported under HSR, such as by
(1) monitoring the trade press; (2) responding to and following up on case leads by
Congressional offices, other Executive branch agencies, state and local
government; and (3) following up on complaints from consumers, businesses, the
bar and the general public.  Seek investigational clearance through the inter-
agency liaison process.  If initial review indicates a need for further investigation,
prepare a recommendation to the Merger Screening Committee for the opening of
an initial phase investigation or, if appropriate, a full phase investigation with a
request that the Commission authorize the use of compulsory process.  If
appropriate, seek an agreement from the merging entities to postpone the merger
(if not already completed) or to hold competing businesses separate pending
further review.

! Initial phase investigation.  Employ appropriate investigative techniques to obtain
other relevant information, including documents, declarations or testimony, from
the merging parties and third parties.  If the evidence indicates a potential for
competitive harm, prepare a recommendation to the Merger Screening Committee
for the opening of a full phase investigation with a request that the Commission
authorize the use of compulsory process.

E. Nonmerger Practices
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! Identify potential anticompetitive practices.  Identify potentially anticompetitive non-
merger business practices through several means, including (1) monitoring the
trade press; (2) responding to and following up on case leads by Congressional
offices, other Executive branch agencies, state and local government; (3) following
up on complaints from consumers, businesses, the bar and the general public;
and (4) pursuing investigative leads developed by staff in other investigations. 
Seek investigative clearance through the inter-agency liaison process.  If granted,
conduct preliminary inquiries and assess the likelihood of a violation.  

! Initial phase investigation.  If warranted, initiate a formal initial phase investigation
and collect information through voluntary processes.  If the initial phase
investigation produces evidence supporting a plausible theory of competitive harm,
prepare a recommendation to the Evaluation Committee for a full phase
investigation and, if appropriate, a request to seek Commission authorization to
use compulsory process.

3. FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Complete the review of all HSR-reported transactions, on average, within 20 days.

! Maintain the number of new nonmerger investigations within the range of such
investigations opened during fiscal years 1991-96 (from 45 to 70 new
investigations per year), if that number of nonmerger investigations continues to
be appropriate in light of marketplace conduct and the need to deter
anticompetitive business practices.

4. Program Evaluations

! Review and refine data-monitoring systems relevant to (1) the timeliness of the
HSR review process and (2) the degree to which appropriate resources are being
devoted to initial review of each matter prior to issuance of an investigative
“second request.”

! Review significant deviations from the statistical benchmarks for timely and
efficient review of merger transactions and take corrective action where necessary.

! Review effectiveness of  “model second request” implemented in FY 1995 and other
model documents to be created and distributed beginning in FY 1997-98 in
furthering the agency’s competition mission and avoiding unnecessary burden on
businesses.

! Conduct periodic meetings between the Director of the Bureau of Competition and
heads of litigation divisions to ensure that substantive standards are applied
consistently and uniformly.
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! From time to time, hold discussions among attorneys in the regional offices, the
Office of Policy and Evaluation and the nonmerger divisions on how to improve
techniques for monitoring business practices and for identifying anticompetitive
practices.

! Assess the significance (quantitatively in dollar savings to consumers and
qualitatively in deterrence value and precedential significance) of the top 20%
(measured in terms of hours spent) of matters in the investigational stage each
year.
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Objective 2: Stop anticompetitive mergers and practices through law enforcement.

FY 1999 Budgeted Resources: 385 FTE $45,264,000 

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Continue to save consumers millions of dollars a year by challenging
anticompetitive mergers by negotiating consent orders and winning litigated
orders.    

b. Negotiate merger and nonmerger consent orders and win litigated orders that
have significant remedial, precedential, and deterrent effects.  

c. Improve negotiation, litigation and economic skills through continuous learning.

d. Maintain the progress made in FY 1995-96 in ensuring the effectiveness of
remedies in Commission orders.

e. Ensure that administrative litigation and adjudication reach a timely resolution.

2.  FY 1999 Implementation Plan

A. All Programs

! Review ongoing investigations.  Review the progress of all ongoing investigations on
at least a monthly basis.  Monitor time and resource expenditures.  Review
substantive issues and assess results of the investigation and the likelihood of
serious competitive and consumer injury from the practice under investigation.

! Training.  Continue and improve the training programs begun in 1995, including
courses in taking and defending depositions, litigation skills, negotiation skills and
competition analysis.  Ensure that lead attorneys, economists and managers
collect any important lessons learned at the close of each significant negotiation
and litigation and transmit them to appropriate personnel for incorporation in
training programs and model pleadings.

! Trial administration.  Monitor the timeliness of administrative adjudication,
including by issuing to the public on a quarterly basis a status report on the
progress of all cases before the administrative law judges.

B. Merger Enforcement

! HSR "second request" investigations.  For those merger transactions found during
the initial HSR review period to raise potentially significant competitive concerns,
employ HSR "second requests" and other appropriate investigative techniques
during the extended HSR waiting period to obtain additional information relevant
to determining the legality of the transaction, including documents, declarations or
testimony, from the merging parties and third parties.  Prior to the expiration of
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the extended waiting period (20 days from the parties’ substantial compliance with
the second requests, or 10 days for cash tender offers), complete the analysis of
likely competitive effects of the transaction and prepare recommendations to
Bureau management and the Commission on whether enforcement action is
warranted.

! Non-HSR investigations.  Employ appropriate investigative techniques to obtain
other relevant information, including documents, declarations or testimony, from
the merging parties and third parties.  Upon completion of the investigation,
prepare recommendations to Bureau management and the Commission on
whether enforcement action is warranted.

! Consent orders.  If an investigation establishes reason to believe that a merger is
anticompetitive, seek to negotiate consent orders that effectively cure the
competitive problem and protect consumers, while permitting nonproblematic
parts of a merger to proceed.

! Preliminary injunction litigation.  If an effective consent order cannot be negotiated
and the merger has not yet been completed, recommend, in appropriate cases,
that the Commission authorize the filing of an action in federal district court for a
preliminary injunction against the merger.  If authorized, litigate preliminary
injunction actions and appellate review proceedings.  Employ outside experts as
necessary to address economic or technical issues.

! Administrative merger litigation.  In appropriate cases, recommend that the
Commission issue an administrative complaint against the merger, as when a
preliminary injunction is not sought because the merger has already occurred, or
when the grant of a preliminary injunction does not result in abandonment of the
merger.  If a preliminary injunction has been denied by a court, assess the public
interest in proceeding with a full trial on the merits.  If an administrative complaint
is issued, litigate the merger before an administrative law judge and pursue or
defend appeals as appropriate.   Employ outside experts as necessary to address
economic or technical issues.

! Management review.  Collect data regarding (1) the amount of time required to
complete the HSR review process, (2) the number of HSR matters requiring
issuance of an investigative second request, and (3) the number of such matters
resolved through “quick look” investigation (i.e., one not requiring the parties to
produce all of the documents and information called for by the “second request”).

C. Merger Compliance

! Monitor compliance with orders

a.  Track the time between acceptance by the Commission of proposed merger
consent orders and the implementation of divestitures, licenses, or other
affirmative relief.  Seek civil penalties where appropriate if the respondent fails to
fulfill its obligations under the order in a timely fashion.
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b.  Track the time between the date the Commission’s litigated merger orders
become final and the implementation of divestitures, licenses, or other affirmative
relief.  Seek civil penalties and other relief where appropriate if the respondent
fails to fulfill its obligations under the order in a timely fashion.

c.  Monitor other aspects of compliance with the Commission’s merger consent
orders and litigated orders.  Seek civil penalties where appropriate if the
respondent fails to fulfill its obligations under the order.

! Effectiveness of merger orders.  Monitor the effectiveness of the Commission’s
merger consent orders and litigated orders and make adjustments to future orders
where appropriate.

! Order modification.  Modify orders when warranted by changed conditions of fact or
law or when otherwise required in the public interest.

D. Nonmerger Enforcement

! Full phase investigations.  Employ appropriate investigative techniques, including
compulsory process if authorized, to conduct a detailed inquiry into the practice 
and assess whether there is sufficient evidence to establish reason to believe that
the law has been violated.  If appropriate, prepare a recommendation to the
Evaluation Committee for authorization to engage in consent negotiations or to
submit a complaint recommendation to the Commission.

! Consent orders.  If an investigation establishes reason to believe that a business
practice is anticompetitive, seek to negotiate a consent order that effectively cures
the competitive problem and protects consumers.

! Administrative litigation.  If an effective consent order cannot be negotiated,
recommend that the Commission issue an administrative complaint.  If an
administrative complaint is issued, litigate the complaint before an administrative
law judge and pursue or defend appeals as appropriate.  Employ outside experts
as necessary to address economic or technical issues.

! Preliminary injunction proceedings.  In appropriate cases, recommend that the
Commission authorize the filing of an action in federal district court for a
preliminary injunction to enjoin the challenged practice and prevent further
competitive and consumer injury pending a full administrative trial on the merits. 
If authorized, litigate the preliminary injunction action and any ensuing appellate
review proceedings.  Employ outside experts as necessary to address economic or
technical issues.

! Consumer redress.  In appropriate cases, recommend that the Commission
authorize the filing of an action in federal district court for consumer redress or
restitution.  If authorized, litigate such an action and any ensuing appellate review
proceeding.  Employ outside experts as necessary to address economic or
technical issues.



1 In addition to the mode of analysis, the ability to calculate consumer
savings can be affected by the nature of the harm.  In some cases the harm that would
result from a merger or other practice is not necessarily an immediate price increase but
some other restriction on competition, such as the blocking of innovation that promises
new or better products in the future.  It is much more difficult to calculate a dollar
estimate of consumer savings in such cases, and the agency generally will not attempt to
do so.
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! Evaluate techniques for estimating the savings to consumers from stopping
anticompetitive nonmerger business practices.

E. Nonmerger Compliance

! Monitor compliance with orders.  Monitor compliance with the Commission’s
nonmerger consent orders and litigated orders.  Seek civil penalties and other
relief where appropriate if the respondent fails to fulfill its obligations under the
order.

! Order modification.  Modify orders when warranted by changed conditions of fact or
law or when otherwise required in the public interest.

3.  FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Achieve a positive result in at least 80% of the cases in which the Commission
finds reason to believe a violation has been committed (including consent orders,
litigation victories, and, for mergers, transactions abandoned after
recommendation of a complaint).

! Maintain pace to save consumers at least $1 billion over the period 1997 to 2002
by taking action against anticompetitive mergers that would otherwise increase
prices.  

Measurement and validation.  Estimates of consumer savings from the
Maintaining Competition Mission take into account three principal factors: 
(1) the volume of commerce in the markets affected by a merger or other
anticompetitive practice, (2) the percentage increase in price that likely
would have resulted from the merger or other anticompetitive practice
absent enforcement action, and (3) the likely duration of the anticompetitive
price increase. This information generally will be available in merger
investigations and some, but not all, nonmerger investigations, depending
on the nature of the analysis required for the violation.1  In some cases,
detailed pricing data or other information will enable the calculation of a
relatively precise estimate of the likely price increase.  In other cases, an
estimate can be derived from the analytical method used to identify the



2 This methodology is explained in the analytical guidelines used by the FTC
and the Department of Justice to determine when to challenge a horizontal merger.  See
U.S. Dept. of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, Horizontal Merger Guidelines
§§  1.1, 1.2.

3 See id. § 3.0.  This is because the prospect of rapid entry is likely to deter
anticompetitive pricing.

4   The legal standards for challenging nonmerger practices often do not require the
definition of markets and the analysis of entry conditions to the extent necessary for
merger analysis.  Therefore, the evidence normally developed during the course of a
nonmerger investigation may not be sufficient to make reliable calculations of consumer
savings from the enforcement action.  The agency will assess the costs and benefits of
collecting the information needed to estimate on a more consistent basis the consumer
benefit from nonmerger enforcement.  It should be noted, however, that much of the
value of nonmerger enforcement lies in its deterrent effect.  Thus, an enforcement action
involving a relatively small market may be valuable in deterring a similar practice
involving a much larger market.  This deterrent effect is inherently difficult to quantify,
however.
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relevant market.2  Under that methodology, prices of products in the
relevant market generally could be increased by at least 5% before a
significant number of consumers would turn to potential substitute
products that are outside that market.  In these cases, the agency will
conservatively estimate that at least a 1% anticompetitive price increase
would occur absent enforcement action.  

The duration of the anticompetitive price increase generally will be assumed
to be two years.  This also is based on the analytical guidelines used by the
FTC and the Department of Justice for the analysis of horizontal mergers. 
Under the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, an enforcement action is not likely
if the entry of significant new competitors would occur within two years.3  
Therefore, we can safely assume that the benefits of merger enforcement
persist for at least two years.  In some cases, the facts may indicate that
anticompetitive prices could be maintained for more than two years.4

Case-specific estimates of consumer savings, if available, will be used to
validate the reasonableness of the one percent, two-year default
parameters.  These default parameters may significantly underestimate the
likely consumer savings in some cases.  For example, in the Staples/Office
Depot merger case, agency staff estimated, based on company data, that
the merger would result in consumer losses totaling approximately $1.1
billion over a five-year period.  The conservative default estimate would
have been $24.75 million over two years.  

! Maintain an average time from proposed consent order to divestiture of no more
than 9 months.  The agency seeks to achieve prompt divestiture of the assets
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needed to restore competition to the market.  Experience shows that most
respondents can achieve divestiture within 9 months or less.

4.  Program Evaluations

! Assess the estimated consumer savings from mergers that were successfully
challenged.  Determine whether the agency is on track to save consumers $1
billion over a five-year period.  Determine how the savings compares to the
resources spent on the mission.

! Assess the deterrence value and precedential significance of the enforcement
actions brought during the year.

! Evaluate techniques for estimating the savings to consumers from stopping
anticompetitive mergers.

! Assess investigative and enforcement activity to ensure (1) that enforcement
actions are brought only when anticompetitive effects from the challenged
practices or mergers are likely and (2) that anticompetitive practices or mergers
are not overlooked.

! Evaluate the timeliness and effectiveness of merger consent orders and make
adjustments to future orders where appropriate.
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Objective 3: Prevent consumer injury through education.

FY 1999 Budgeted Resources: 33 FTE $3,778,000 

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Continue  to educate businesses and consumers about antitrust issues through
traditional means—guidelines, advisory opinions, speeches—and develop newer
avenues of communication, such as the FTC Website.

b. Continue to provide advice to other governmental bodies upon request.

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plans

! Guidelines—Consider whether further revisions are needed to the Horizontal
Merger Guidelines or other guidelines; consider whether to issue additional
guidelines, as appropriate.

! Advisory opinions—Continue to provide Commission and staff advisory opinions on
competition issues; continue to provide guidance in informal telephone requests,
particularly concerning HSR matters.

! Advocacy comments—File advocacy comments to inform other governmental
entities about competition issues, upon their request.

! Amicus briefs—File amicus briefs in appropriate competition matters.

! Written releases—Monitor the content of complaints, press releases, and analyses
to aid public comment to ensure they are “transparent,” i.e., that they explain in
sufficient detail and with sufficient clarity the evidence and theory of a case, within
the constraints of confidentiality.

! Other materials—Make available prepared texts of speeches; as appropriate,
develop other materials that explain Commission policies and procedures.

! Public speaking—Continue to have Commissioners and staff speak at and
participate in seminars, panel discussions and conferences to explain how the
Commission analyzes mergers and business practices.

! International efforts—Continue to support outreach efforts to international bodies
to explain U.S. competition perspectives; continue to aid the development of
antitrust laws and programs in developing nations by participating in technical
missions.

! Consumer/business inquiries—Respond to communications from consumers,
businesses and others regarding potentially anticompetitive practices.
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! Disseminating information through the Internet—To the extent feasible, make
competition-related information, including guidelines, written releases, advisory
opinions, advocacy comments, speeches and other informative documents,
available on the Internet.

! Assessment—Assess whether education and outreach efforts target the right
audiences and address the issues that have the most impact on the marketplace. 
Seek input from consumer groups, business groups, bar groups and other FTC
“customers” on the effectiveness of FTC educational efforts.  Assess methods of
measuring success of educational efforts on a consistent, reliable basis.

3.  FY 1999 Performance Measures

In FY 1999, the agency will:

! Quantify and compare with previous years the number of education and outreach
efforts, including the number of speeches and public speaking
opportunities/participations by Commission personnel on competition issues, the
number of advisory opinions issued, the number of advocacy comments filed, the
number of amicus briefs filed, and the number of international outreach efforts.

! Pursuant to the Health Care policy statements, issue advisory opinions in the
health care area within 90 days from the receipt of all necessary information from
the requesting party.

4.  Program Evaluations

! Assess whether education and outreach efforts target the right audiences and
address the issues that have the most impact on the marketplace.

! Seek input from consumer groups, business groups, bar groups and other FTC
“customers” on the effectiveness of FTC educational efforts.
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Consumer Protection Mission

Goal: To prevent fraud, deception, and unfair business practices in the marketplace.

Objective 1:  Identify fraud, deception, and unfair practices that cause the greatest
consumer injury.

FY 2000 Budgeted Resources: 53 FTE $9,350,000

Additional Resources over FY 1999:   2 FTE    $567,000

The FTC Consumer Response Center answers an increasing volume of consumer
complaints and inquiries received by telephone, mail, and e-mail.  The Center -- now
without an 800 number -- responds to over 14,000 consumers calls and 15,000 consumer
letters and brochure requests each month.  With the implementation of an 800 number
in fiscal year 1999, call volume is expected to increase significantly in fiscal year 2000.

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Establish and build the capacity of a comprehensive nationwide consumer
complaint database, using the existing Telemarketing Complaint System
(maintained jointly with the National Association of Attorneys General) as the
foundation. 

b. Assure the privacy and security of database information.

c. Improve the agency’s ability to collect information by monitoring the
marketplace and holding hearings and workshops.

d. Search for new methods of collecting reliable data to identify problem areas.

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plan

! Expand the database by (1) monitoring the marketplace to identify new sources of
consumer complaint data and problem areas not addressed by the database, (2)
soliciting broad participation by new U.S. and foreign law enforcement partners, (3)
taking the steps necessary to permit data exchange with Canada and other foreign
countries.
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! Continue to enhance the ability to analyze information in the comprehensive
database so the agency can better evaluate the economic impact of consumer
protection problems and the effectiveness of law enforcement, regulation, and
education.

! Identify problem areas by making greater use of databases maintained by federal
and state partners and by enlisting the help of industry partners.

! Systematically monitor the Internet, through "surf days" and industry screening,
to target illegal practices and track the effectiveness of our education and law
enforcement efforts.

! Identify newly emerging consumer protection issues (e.g., the effect of the new
information technologies and global economy on the consumer market) and
explore them through public workshops, hearings, and studies. 

3.  FY 2000 Performance Measures

In FY 2000, the agency will:

! Increase the number of consumer complaints in the FTC database to at least
275,000.

The FTC uses complaints in the database to identify problem areas as reported by
the public.  This enables us to rapidly detect and respond to fraud, deception, and
other illegal practices, resulting in effective targeting of our law enforcement
resources.  Sharing fraud complaints with external partners also increases the
effectiveness of  law enforcement agencies across the U.S. and Canada. 
Constantly adding fresh information to the database is critical to its effectiveness
and its value to law enforcement.

4.   Program Evaluations

! Determine whether the software is providing adequate data analysis and security,
and whether it would be cost-effective to update it. 

! Assess privacy protections by reviewing complaints, if any, and evaluating the
policies in place. 

! Evaluate the utility of workshops and hearings for identifying and exploring newly
emerging consumer protection issues by, among other things, surveying
participants in these public forums and reviewing the information obtained at
these events.
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Objective 2:  Stop fraud, deception, and unfair practices through law enforcement. 

FY 2000 Budgeted Resources: 453 FTE $56,581,000

Additional Resources over FY 1999:   19 FTE   $6,407,000

The FTC has responded to a dramatic increase in Internet fraud and privacy
concerns, straining our resources.  We have filed over 44 Internet actions and conducted
13 privacy and fraud surf days (surveys of Internet web sites) with over 120 law
enforcement and private partners.  

Deceptive marketing practices -- fraudulent "spam"(unsolicited commercial e-
mails), deceptive online auctions, fraudulent business opportunity offers, bogus
investments, credit scams -- have already established a beachhead on the Internet.  With
additional resources, the FTC will maintain a strong presence in the fight against
traditional frauds while developing new initiatives to combat online fraud.

Internet privacy is a growing concern among consumers, who are increasingly
aware that the information they provide at web sites may be provided to third parties.  At
a minimum, consumers should be able to rely on the privacy policies posted at web sites,
stating how their information will be used.  The FTC has recently surveyed the state of
online privacy, and submitted its report on this subject to Congress.  Additional resources 
will allow the FTC to continue to work in this area, and challenge deceptive privacy
policies, including those on sites directed to children.

The subprime mortgage industry, which lends to higher-risk consumers, has
grown exponentially in recent years.  At the same time, there have been increasing
reports of abusive lending practices in the subprime industry.  These abusive practices
often involve lower-income, minority, or elderly borrowers.  These practices can be
devastating because they often strip consumers of substantial sums of money, and
ultimately of their homes. Subprime mortgage cases can be complex, and each
investigation requires a substantial commitment of resources.  Additional resources will
allow the FTC to develop an effective presence in an area that poses great harm to
consumers.

Telecommunications-related fraud also demands increasing attention, as
technology and deregulation cause continued changes in the provision of telephone and
related services.  Telephone-based purchases -- pay-per-call and telephone-billed
transactions -- are among the rapid growth areas for fraud.  "Cramming" bogus charges
on telephone bills is a leading subject of consumer complaints, and as the telephone
payment system continues to expand, so too must our regulatory and enforcement
efforts.  A recent program to aggressively enforce federal district court orders, many of
them entered against defendants engaged in some form of telephone-related fraud, will
also require increased resources to support more investigations and the resulting
prosecutions.
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A.  Stopping Fraud

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Lead and coordinate the nationwide attack on telemarketing fraud.

b. Target law enforcement efforts every year on three or four additional areas of
significant fraud (based on the number of complaints, extent of consumer injury,
trends shown by the database, etc.).

   
c. Leverage resources, where possible, through joint enforcement with federal and
state partners (e.g., Postal Inspection Service, Department of Justice, State
Attorneys General, Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal
Communications Commission, Commodity Futures Trading Commission).  

d.  Establish a comprehensive program to assure compliance with federal district
court orders in fraud cases.

e.  Target newly emerging “frontier” areas of fraud (e.g., cross-border and online
scams).

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plan

! Lead attack on telemarketing fraud by (1) using the database and other sources to
target the most extensive frauds nationwide, (2) bringing coordinated federal/state
sweeps to stop them, (3) participating in, and supporting, state led sweeps and (4)
targeting those who "assist and facilitate" fraud, under the Telemarketing Sales
Rule.

! Develop Rapid Response Teams to target rapidly emerging frauds identified by the
database and other sources, especially those operating online. 

! Expand partnerships with the private sector to identify problems more effectively,
extend the reach of our consumer education campaigns, and develop new self-
regulatory programs (e.g., media screening of fraudulent advertisements).  

! Increase the agency’s impact through public sector partnerships: (1) Recruit new
federal and state partners for joint enforcement and education initiatives, (2) share
information and explore cooperative strategies for combating international fraud
with other countries, (3) develop cross-border enforcement and education
initiatives with Canada, and (4) develop and participate in interagency Task Forces
to clean up high incident fraud areas through civil and criminal enforcement.  

! Systematically monitor compliance with federal district court orders, prosecute
violators for civil and/or criminal contempt, and publicize actions to increase
deterrence.
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3.   FY 2000 Performance Measures

In FY 2000, the agency will:

! Save consumers over $200 million by stopping consumer fraud.

Saving consumers money is the ultimate goal of our anti-fraud efforts.  We save
consumers money each time a fraudulent operator is stopped by successful
litigation or settlement with the agency.  We increase these consumer savings by
leading joint law enforcement initiatives with federal, state, and international
partners. 

4.   Program Evaluations

! Assess the impact of anti-fraud efforts using database information (e.g., the
number of complaints, the amount of injury, the number of fraudulent operators). 

! Assess the overall trends revealed by the database to determine whether the
amount of resources dedicated to the fraud program should be altered or the
program’s priorities modified. 

! Compare the cost-effectiveness of existing efforts to fight fraud with the cost-
effectiveness of alternative approaches, such as criminal enforcement, more
stringent civil remedies, and consumer education.

B.   Ensuring Broad-Based Protections for Consumers 

1.  GPRA 5-Year Strategies

a.  Monitor national advertising in print, television, radio and other electronic
media to identify illegal practices that may not be fully captured by the database.  

b.  Identify and target for law enforcement areas that create the greatest risks to
consumer health, safety, and economic well-being.

c.  Minimize the burdens of FTC rules, guides, and orders through systematic
review.

d.  Encourage self-regulation and private initiatives, where appropriate, in lieu of
regulation or law enforcement.

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plan
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! Monitor advertising in traditional and new media, targeting for enforcement and
education deceptive claims involving, e.g., (1) health and safety, (2) children, (3) the
new technologies, and (4) major manufacturers, products, or ad campaigns. 
Health and safety areas of particular concern include: drug advertising and
marketing, food advertising, weight loss products and programs, dietary
supplements, health care, tobacco, and alcohol.   

! Promote truthful, non-deceptive advertising by working with public and private
partners to (1) identify problems, (2) educate businesses, (3) encourage the
adoption of industry advertising codes, (4) encourage industry self-policing online.

! Target significant violations of the consumer credit statutes for enforcement,
working with law enforcement partners (the Department of Justice, the states) in
areas of common jurisdiction.  Promote voluntary industry compliance through
business education, informal staff guidance, and interagency efforts (e.g., Task
Forces).    

! Promote compliance with FTC Rules and Guides by working with industry partners
to educate businesses and developing self-regulatory, amnesty, and/or leniency
programs to resolve routine, less significant violations.  Reserve formal
enforcement for serious violations.

! Establish noncompliance baselines for FY 2000 areas of targeted law enforcement.

! Monitor compliance in areas of targeted enforcement undertaken in FY 1998 and
take appropriate follow-up action (e.g., enforcement, education, self-regulation
program) where compliance falls short of 20% improvement. 

! Establish noncompliance baselines in areas considered for self-regulatory,
amnesty, and leniency programs.

! Measure compliance achieved by self-regulatory, amnesty, and leniency programs
established in FY 1998 and take appropriate follow-up action where compliance
falls short of 10% improvement.

! Initiate review of scheduled Rules and Guides for continuing need and current
relevance, addressing application to "frontier" areas and, where applicable, NAFTA
harmonization; recommend amendment or repeal as appropriate.

! Evaluate compliance by companies under order, work with them to achieve
voluntary compliance, and initiate formal enforcement where compliance falls
short. 

3.   FY 2000 Performance Measures

In FY 2000, the agency will:
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! Increase compliance by an average of 20% in areas targeted for law enforcement in
FY 1997, and by an average of 10% in areas targeted for self-regulatory initiatives
in FY 1997.

Our goal in the non-fraud area is to increase compliance with the laws against
deceptive and unfair practices, and thereby ensure that consumers have more
accurate and complete information for their purchasing decisions.  We increase
compliance by targeting problem areas for law enforcement and by encouraging
industry self-regulation.  

 4.   Program Evaluations

! Assess the adequacy of data for targeting non-fraud law enforcement efforts and
the cost-effectiveness of gathering better data.  

! Assess whether the mix of resources allocated to fraud and non-fraud programs is
appropriate in light of changes in the marketplace.

! Evaluate the effectiveness of law enforcement for increasing compliance in
targeted areas.

! Evaluate the success of self-regulatory programs and identify factors to evaluate
success in the future.

! Determine whether there are new industries or areas of marketing that require law
enforcement or that may be appropriate for self-regulation.
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Objective 3:  Prevent consumer injury through education.

FY 2000 Budgeted Resources: 27 FTE $3,368,000

Additional Resources over FY 1999:   2 FTE    $418,000

The FTC maintains an active communications program to alert consumers and
businesses to illegal practices that could create the risk of significant harm or economic
loss.  We look for creative and innovative ways to get our message to a wide audience. 
Whenever possible, the FTC shares costs with public and private partners, or uses
electronic media.

1.   GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Focus consumer and business education efforts on areas where fraud,
deception, unfair practices, and information gaps cause the greatest injury.

b. Extend the reach of consumer and business education through private and
public partnerships and the use of new media such as the Internet.  

c. Improve the timeliness of responses to consumer and business inquiries.

d. Increase public awareness of consumer protection problems and
solutions by conducting and publishing studies on changes in the
marketplace and the impact of business and government actions on
consumers.  

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plan 

! Identify priority programs for education campaigns and implement marketing
plans for each using new and traditional media and public and private
partnerships.

! Develop creative new products (e.g., postcards, bus posters, bumper stickers) and
target new population groups to reach new audiences for FTC messages.

! Design and develop new content to increase usage of the FTC’s Website for
consumer and business education (e.g., interactive consumer quizzes) and
promote inter-agency consumer.gov website.

! Upgrade the agency’s capacity and technology for handling telephone, mail, and e-
mail inquiries from consumers and businesses, and increase the timeliness of
responses to such inquiries.

! Publish and distribute reports to educate consumers and others about important
consumer protection problems and solutions (e.g., third annual Fraud Report). 
3.   FY 2000 Performance Measures

In FY 2000, the agency will:

! Reach an audience of at least 8.7 million with FTC education messages. 
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We develop an education campaign to accompany each of our major law
enforcement initiatives.  Public education programs benefit consumers by alerting
them to their rights under various consumer protection laws and providing
practical tips on how to recognize and avoid scams and rip-offs.  The education
program uses the national media, public and private partners, the Consumer
Response Center, and the FTC website to reach as many consumers as possible.

4.  Program Evaluations

! Assess whether the agency is using the appropriate mix of media to communicate
its consumer education messages and whether the agency is making the best use
of the available media.  

! Determine whether the FTC should reach new audiences, in light of any changes
in demographics and marketing practices.

! Encourage consumer behavioral research within and outside the Commission that
will help the agency to evaluate the effectiveness of its education messages.

! Review the focus of FTC education efforts and adjust based on changing consumer
and business needs.
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Maintaining Competition Mission 

Goal:  To prevent anticompetitive mergers and other anticompetitive business
practices in the marketplace.

Objective 1:  Identify anticompetitive mergers and practices that cause the greatest
consumer injury.

FY 2000 Budgeted Resources: 52 FTE $6,264,000

Additional Resources over FY 1999:   1 FTE    $534,000
 

The Maintaining Competition Mission continues to have to do more with less, as
the number of filings steadily increases from year-to-year.  During fiscal year 1998, a
total of 4,728 proposed transactions were submitted in compliance with the notification
and filing requirements of the HSR Act, more than triple the number filed in 1991.  There
is no indication that the number of filings will abate.  The simple act of processing the
increasing volume of filings requires the use of almost all FTE allocated to this program
during previous years, and leaves too little time for other important responsibilities, such
as proposing rule changes, providing interpretation advice to the public, and conducting
investigations of violations of the HSR Act.

1. GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a.  Use the HSR Program to review reportable mergers.  Track and maintain the
timeliness of merger review under the HSR Program.

b.  Use trade press articles, consumer and competitor complaints and other means
to identify (1) mergers that were not required to be reported under HSR or that
were not reported in violation of HSR, and (2) potentially anticompetitive non-
merger business practices.

c.  Continue to make efficient use of the initial 30-day period after HSR filings (or
15 days for a cash tender offer) to determine whether a merger is likely to harm
competition, including prompt inter-agency clearance and timely review of filings
to avoid unnecessary extended investigations.

d.  Through hearings, Bureau of Economics studies, and other means, identify
emerging trends and focus on potentially anticompetitive business practices or
other issues that need to be addressed because of changes in the economy,
technology, and the marketplace.
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e.  Refine the investigative and decisional tools used in both merger and
nonmerger investigations through continuous learning.

f.  Maintain and improve the timeliness, efficiency, and effectiveness of nonmerger
investigations by returning resources to the nonmerger program to the extent the
level of merger activity permits.

2. FY 2000 Implementation Plan

A. All Programs

! Timeliness of review.  Monitor the time and resources needed to conduct
preliminary investigations.  Review the progress of all ongoing investigations on at
least a monthly basis.  For mergers filed under the HSR program, maintain
statistics for the average time for clearing transactions that do not require further
review and the average time for completing all HSR investigations.   Review the
statistics on a semi-annual basis.  If the average time to complete HSR
investigations during the preceding 12 months exceeds 20 days, review the
efficiency of merger reviews during the initial 30-day period under HSR and make
any necessary adjustments.

! Resource management.  Monitor resource needs and consumption of merger and
nonmerger programs and make adjustments as appropriate.

! Identifying anticompetitive practices.  Use speeches, electronic media and other
publications to inform potential aggrieved parties that they can lodge complaints
with us.

! Analysis of competition issues.  Evaluate the need for in-depth study of a major
competition issue, such as the 1996 study of competition in the global economy
and the 1997 study of joint ventures and other collaborative arrangements.

! Training.  Conduct training programs in investigative skills and antitrust analysis,
including a competition overview program given twice-yearly for new attorneys,
summer interns and paralegals, and supplemental programs offered periodically
on various skills such as witness interviewing, taking and defending depositions
and legal writing.  Conduct monthly luncheon programs featuring speakers from
within and outside the agency on substantive or procedural topics.  In addition,
provide career enhancement training for support staff in subjects such as
paralegal skills and effective writing, and computer training for all staff.   Ensure
that lead attorneys and managers collect any important lessons learned at the
close of each significant investigation and transmit them to appropriate personnel
for incorporation in training programs and model pleadings.

B. Mergers Filed Under HSR

! Initial review of HSR filings by the Premerger Office.  Review filings for compliance
with reporting requirements; prepare a summary of the transaction and a
recommendation regarding further review; transmit summary information and
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recommendation to Bureau of Competition management, merger litigation
divisions and Bureau of Economics.

! Review of HSR filings by a litigation division.  Based on transaction summary and
recommendation from the Premerger Office, a review of the filing if necessary, and
other available information, promptly determine whether further review is needed
to determine whether the transaction may be anticompetitive.  If further review is
deemed unnecessary, recommend early termination of the statutory waiting
period.  If further review is deemed necessary, seek investigational clearance
through the inter-agency liaison process with the Department of Justice.  If
clearance is received, continue the review during the remainder of the initial 30-
day period after filing (15 days for a cash tender offer), as necessary, employing
appropriate investigative techniques and sources of information, to determine
whether the proposed merger raises sufficiently serious concerns of potential
competitive and consumer injury to require further investigation with the issuance
of investigative requests for additional information ("second requests").  If
appropriate, prior to the expiration of the initial 30- or 15-day waiting period,
prepare a recommendation to the Merger Screening Committee, convened weekly
(or sooner if necessary), for the opening of a full phase investigation, the issuance
of second requests by the Chairman of the agency, and approval of compulsory
process authority by the Commission.

C. HSR Compliance Enforcement

! HSR compliance.  Monitor compliance with the requirements of the HSR Act by
merging entities.  As necessary, investigate apparent violations and prepare a
recommendation on whether to seek civil penalties if merging entities failed to
fulfill their obligations under HSR.

! Consent orders.  If an investigation establishes reason to believe that a merging
party has failed to comply with requirements of the HSR Act and that an
enforcement action would be in the public interest, seek to negotiate a consent
order for an appropriate amount of civil penalties.

! Civil penalty litigation.  If an appropriate consent order cannot be negotiated,
prepare a recommendation that the Department of Justice file an action for civil
penalties under the HSR Act; if filed, litigate such action as authorized by the
Attorney General.

D. Mergers Not Subject to HSR

! Identify potentially anticompetitive mergers.  Use other techniques for identifying
potentially anticompetitive mergers that are not reported under HSR, such as by
(1) monitoring the trade press; (2) responding to and following up on case leads by
Congressional offices, other Executive branch agencies, state and local
government; and (3) following up on complaints from consumers, businesses, the
bar and the general public.  Seek investigational clearance through the inter-
agency liaison process.  If initial review indicates a need for further investigation,
prepare a recommendation to the Merger Screening Committee for the opening of
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an initial phase investigation or, if appropriate, a full phase investigation with a
request that the Commission authorize the use of compulsory process.  If
appropriate, seek an agreement from the merging entities to postpone the merger
(if not already completed) or to hold competing businesses separate pending
further review.

! Initial phase investigation.  Employ appropriate investigative techniques to obtain
other relevant information, including documents, declarations or testimony, from
the merging parties and third parties.  If the evidence indicates a potential for
competitive harm, prepare a recommendation to the Merger Screening Committee
for the opening of a full phase investigation with a request that the Commission
authorize the use of compulsory process.

E. Nonmerger Practices

! Identify potential anticompetitive practices.  Identify potentially anticompetitive non-
merger business practices through several means, including (1) monitoring the
trade press; (2) responding to and following up on case leads by Congressional
offices, other Executive branch agencies, state and local government; (3) following
up on complaints from consumers, businesses, the bar and the general public;
and (4) pursuing investigative leads developed by staff in other investigations. 
Seek investigative clearance through the inter-agency liaison process.  If granted,
conduct preliminary inquiries and assess the likelihood of a violation.  

! Initial phase investigation.  If warranted, initiate a formal initial phase investigation
and collect information through voluntary processes.  If the initial phase
investigation produces evidence supporting a plausible theory of competitive harm,
prepare a recommendation to the Evaluation Committee for a full phase
investigation and, if appropriate, a request to seek Commission authorization to
use compulsory process.
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3. FY 2000 Performance Measures

In FY 2000, the agency will:

! Complete the review of all HSR-reported transactions, on average, within 20 days.

! Maintain the number of new nonmerger investigations within the range of such
investigations opened during fiscal years 1991-96 (from 45 to 70 new
investigations per year), if that number of nonmerger investigations continues to
be appropriate in light of marketplace conduct and the need to deter
anticompetitive business practices.

4. Program Evaluations

! Review and refine data-monitoring systems relevant to (1) the timeliness of the
HSR review process and (2) the degree to which appropriate resources are being
devoted to initial review of each matter prior to issuance of an investigative
“second request.”

! Review significant deviations from the statistical benchmarks for timely and
efficient review of merger transactions and take corrective action where necessary.

! Review effectiveness of  “model second request” implemented in FY 1995 and other
model documents to be created and distributed beginning in FY 1997-98 in
furthering the agency’s competition mission and avoiding unnecessary burden on
businesses.

! Conduct periodic meetings between the Director of the Bureau of Competition and
heads of litigation divisions to ensure that substantive standards are applied
consistently and uniformly.

! From time to time, hold discussions among attorneys in the regional offices, the
Office of Policy and Evaluation and the nonmerger divisions on how to improve
techniques for monitoring business practices and for identifying anticompetitive
practices.

! Assess the significance (quantitatively in dollar savings to consumers and
qualitatively in deterrence value and precedential significance) of the top 20%
(measured in terms of hours spent) of matters in the investigational stage each
year. 
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Objective 2: Stop anticompetitive mergers and practices through law enforcement.

FY 2000 Budgeted Resources: 417 FTE $53,824,000 

Additional Resources over FY 1999:   32 FTE   $8,560,000

The number,  sophistication and complexity of merger and joint venture
investigations increases as we continue in the current merger wave.  Many of the
transactions that raise anticompetitive issues involve highly technological industries,
such as defense and aerospace, cable television, and information technology, as well as
the growing field of health care services, including hospitals, nursing homes, health
maintenance organizations and pharmaceutical companies.  Our accounting and
economic resources are being stretched beyond the limit as merging parties rely more
frequently on accounting, econometric and other data intensive economic studies,
regarding competitive effects, entry issues, and efficiency and failing company defenses. 
More significant, merger challenges that are litigated through preliminary injunction
actions in federal court or through administrative trials absorb major commitments in
resources -- both in personnel and program dollars.  The Compliance portions of this
objective focus on structuring and reviewing compliance orders in individual matters, as
well as to conducting general analyses, including historical analyses, on the effectiveness
of various kinds of merger orders, such as divestiture orders.  As the number and
complexity of merger cases rise, so do the resource needs of the compliance program
associated with those cases.

We continue to absorb some of this ever-increasing workload through more
efficient use of resources.  However, the demands of the Merger Enforcement Program
and the Merger Compliance Program continue to drain substantial resources from our
nonmerger activities, resulting in the nonmerger programs operations at a less than
optimal level.  The addition of resources as requested for this category will reverse this
trend and allow the mission to more effectively protect consumers from harm due to
anticompetitive activities.

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Continue to save consumers millions of dollars a year by challenging
anticompetitive mergers by negotiating consent orders and winning litigated
orders.    

b. Negotiate merger and nonmerger consent orders and win litigated orders that
have significant remedial, precedential, and deterrent effects.  

c. Improve negotiation, litigation and economic skills through continuous learning.

d. Maintain the progress made in FY 1995-96 in ensuring the effectiveness of
remedies in Commission orders.

e. Ensure that administrative litigation and adjudication reach a timely resolution.

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plan
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A. All Programs

! Review ongoing investigations.  Review the progress of all ongoing investigations on
at least a monthly basis.  Monitor time and resource expenditures.  Review
substantive issues and assess results of the investigation and the likelihood of
serious competitive and consumer injury from the practice under investigation.

! Training.  Continue and improve the training programs begun in 1995, including
courses in taking and defending depositions, litigation skills, negotiation skills and
competition analysis.  Ensure that lead attorneys, economists and managers
collect any important lessons learned at the close of each significant negotiation
and litigation and transmit them to appropriate personnel for incorporation in
training programs and model pleadings.

! Trial administration.  Monitor the timeliness of administrative adjudication,
including by issuing to the public on a quarterly basis a status report on the
progress of all cases before the administrative law judges.

B. Merger Enforcement

! HSR "second request" investigations.  For those merger transactions found during
the initial HSR review period to raise potentially significant competitive concerns,
employ HSR "second requests" and other appropriate investigative techniques
during the extended HSR waiting period to obtain additional information relevant
to determining the legality of the transaction, including documents, declarations or
testimony, from the merging parties and third parties.  Prior to the expiration of
the extended waiting period (20 days from the parties’ substantial compliance with
the second requests, or 10 days for cash tender offers), complete the analysis of
likely competitive effects of the transaction and prepare recommendations to
Bureau management and the Commission on whether enforcement action is
warranted.

! Non-HSR investigations.  Employ appropriate investigative techniques to obtain
other relevant information, including documents, declarations or testimony, from
the merging parties and third parties.  Upon completion of the investigation,
prepare recommendations to Bureau management and the Commission on
whether enforcement action is warranted.

! Consent orders.  If an investigation establishes reason to believe that a merger is
anticompetitive, seek to negotiate consent orders that effectively cure the
competitive problem and protect consumers, while permitting nonproblematic
parts of a merger to proceed.

! Preliminary injunction litigation.  If an effective consent order cannot be negotiated
and the merger has not yet been completed, recommend, in appropriate cases,
that the Commission authorize the filing of an action in federal district court for a
preliminary injunction against the merger.  If authorized, litigate preliminary
injunction actions and appellate review proceedings.  Employ outside experts as
necessary to address economic or technical issues.
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! Administrative merger litigation.  In appropriate cases, recommend that the
Commission issue an administrative complaint against the merger, as when a
preliminary injunction is not sought because the merger has already occurred, or
when the grant of a preliminary injunction does not result in abandonment of the
merger.  If a preliminary injunction has been denied by a court, assess the public
interest in proceeding with a full trial on the merits.  If an administrative complaint
is issued, litigate the merger before an administrative law judge and pursue or
defend appeals as appropriate.   Employ outside experts as necessary to address
economic or technical issues.

! Management review.  Collect data regarding (1) the amount of time required to
complete the HSR review process, (2) the number of HSR matters requiring
issuance of an investigative second request, and (3) the number of such matters
resolved through “quick look” investigation (i.e., one not requiring the parties to
produce all of the documents and information called for by the “second request”).

C. Merger Compliance

! Monitor compliance with orders

a.  Track the time between acceptance by the Commission of proposed merger
consent orders and the implementation of divestitures, licenses, or other
affirmative relief.  Seek civil penalties where appropriate if the respondent fails to
fulfill its obligations under the order in a timely fashion.

b.  Track the time between the date the Commission’s litigated merger orders
become final and the implementation of divestitures, licenses, or other affirmative
relief.  Seek civil penalties and other relief where appropriate if the respondent
fails to fulfill its obligations under the order in a timely fashion.

c.  Monitor other aspects of compliance with the Commission’s merger consent
orders and litigated orders.  Seek civil penalties where appropriate if the
respondent fails to fulfill its obligations under the order.

CEffectiveness of merger orders.  Monitor the effectiveness of the Commission’s
merger consent orders and litigated orders and make adjustments to future orders where
appropriate.

COrder modification.  Modify orders when warranted by changed conditions of fact
or law or when otherwise required in the public interest.

D. Nonmerger Enforcement

! Full phase investigations.  Employ appropriate investigative techniques, including
compulsory process if authorized, to conduct a detailed inquiry into the practice 
and assess whether there is sufficient evidence to establish reason to believe that
the law has been violated.  If appropriate, prepare a recommendation to the
Evaluation Committee for authorization to engage in consent negotiations or to
submit a complaint recommendation to the Commission.
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! Consent orders.  If an investigation establishes reason to believe that a business
practice is anticompetitive, seek to negotiate a consent order that effectively cures
the competitive problem and protects consumers.

! Administrative litigation.  If an effective consent order cannot be negotiated,
recommend that the Commission issue an administrative complaint.  If an
administrative complaint is issued, litigate the complaint before an administrative
law judge and pursue or defend appeals as appropriate.  Employ outside experts
as necessary to address economic or technical issues.

! Preliminary injunction proceedings.  In appropriate cases, recommend that the
Commission authorize the filing of an action in federal district court for a
preliminary injunction to enjoin the challenged practice and prevent further
competitive and consumer injury pending a full administrative trial on the merits. 
If authorized, litigate the preliminary injunction action and any ensuing appellate
review proceedings.  Employ outside experts as necessary to address economic or
technical issues.

! Consumer redress.  In appropriate cases, recommend that the Commission
authorize the filing of an action in federal district court for consumer redress or
restitution.  If authorized, litigate such an action and any ensuing appellate review
proceeding.  Employ outside experts as necessary to address economic or
technical issues.

! Evaluate techniques for estimating the savings to consumers from stopping
anticompetitive nonmerger business practices.

E. Nonmerger Compliance

! Monitor compliance with orders.  Monitor compliance with the Commission’s
nonmerger consent orders and litigated orders.  Seek civil penalties and other
relief where appropriate if the respondent fails to fulfill its obligations under the
order.

! Order modification.  Modify orders when warranted by changed conditions of fact or
law or when otherwise required in the public interest.

3.  FY 2000 Performance Measures

In FY 2000, the agency will:

! Achieve a positive result in at least 80% of the cases in which the Commission
finds reason to believe a violation has been committed (including consent orders,
litigation victories, and, for mergers, transactions abandoned after
recommendation of a complaint).



5 In addition to the mode of analysis, the ability to calculate consumer savings can be
affected by the nature of the harm.  In some cases the harm that would result from a merger or
other practice is not necessarily an immediate price increase but some other restriction on
competition, such as the blocking of innovation that promises new or better products in the
future.  It is much more difficult to calculate a dollar estimate of consumer savings in such cases,
and the agency generally will not attempt to do so.

6 This methodology is explained in the analytical guidelines used by the FTC
and the Department of Justice to determine when to challenge a horizontal merger.  See
U.S. Dept. of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, Horizontal Merger Guidelines
§§  1.1, 1.2.

7 See id. § 3.0.  This is because the prospect of rapid entry is likely to deter
anticompetitive pricing.
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! Maintain pace to save consumers at least $1 billion over the period 1997 to 2002
by taking action against anticompetitive mergers that would otherwise increase
prices.  

Measurement and validation.  Estimates of consumer savings from the
Maintaining Competition Mission take into account three principal factors: 
(1) the volume of commerce in the markets affected by a merger or other
anticompetitive practice, (2) the percentage increase in price that likely
would have resulted from the merger or other anticompetitive practice
absent enforcement action, and (3) the likely duration of the anticompetitive
price increase. This information generally will be available in merger
investigations and some, but not all, nonmerger investigations, depending
on the nature of the analysis required for the violation.5  In some cases,
detailed pricing data or other information will enable the calculation of a
relatively precise estimate of the likely price increase.  In other cases, an
estimate can be derived from the analytical method used to identify the
relevant market.6  Under that methodology, prices of products in the
relevant market generally could be increased by at least 5% before a
significant number of consumers would turn to potential substitute
products that are outside that market.  In these cases, the agency will
conservatively estimate that at least a 1% anticompetitive price increase
would occur absent enforcement action.  

The duration of the anticompetitive price increase generally will be assumed
to be two years.  This also is based on the analytical guidelines used by the
FTC and the Department of Justice for the analysis of horizontal mergers. 
Under the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, an enforcement action is not likely
if the entry of significant new competitors would occur within two years.7  
Therefore, we can safely assume that the benefits of merger enforcement



8   The legal standards for challenging nonmerger practices often do not require the
definition of markets and the analysis of entry conditions to the extent necessary for
merger analysis.  Therefore, the evidence normally developed during the course of a
nonmerger investigation may not be sufficient to make reliable calculations of consumer
savings from the enforcement action.  The agency will assess the costs and benefits of
collecting the information needed to estimate on a more consistent basis the consumer
benefit from nonmerger enforcement.  It should be noted, however, that much of the
value of nonmerger enforcement lies in its deterrent effect.  Thus, an enforcement action
involving a relatively small market may be valuable in deterring a similar practice
involving a much larger market.  This deterrent effect is inherently difficult to quantify,
however.
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persist for at least two years.  In some cases, the facts may indicate that
anticompetitive prices could be maintained for more than two years.8

Case-specific estimates of consumer savings, if available, will be used to
validate the reasonableness of the one percent, two-year default
parameters.  These default parameters may significantly underestimate the
likely consumer savings in some cases.  For example, in the Staples/Office
Depot merger case, agency staff estimated, based on company data, that
the merger would result in consumer losses totaling approximately $1.1
billion over a five-year period.  The conservative default estimate would
have been $24.75 million over two years.  

! Maintain an average time from proposed consent order to divestiture of no more
than 9 months.  The agency seeks to achieve prompt divestiture of the assets
needed to restore competition to the market.  Experience shows that most
respondents can achieve divestiture within 9 months or less.

4.  Program Evaluations

! Assess the estimated consumer savings from mergers that were successfully
challenged.  Determine whether the agency is on track to save consumers $1
billion over a five-year period.  Determine how the savings compares to the
resources spent on the mission.

! Assess the deterrence value and precedential significance of the enforcement
actions brought during the year.

! Evaluate techniques for estimating the savings to consumers from stopping
anticompetitive mergers.

! Assess investigative and enforcement activity to ensure (1) that enforcement
actions are brought only when anticompetitive effects from the challenged
practices or mergers are likely and (2) that anticompetitive practices or mergers
are not overlooked.
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! Review significant deviations from the statistical benchmarks for timely and
efficient review of merger transactions, including (1) the amount of time required to
complete the HSR review process, (2) the number of HSR matters requiring
issuance of an investigative second request, and (3) the number of such matters
resolved through “quick look” investigation (i.e., one not requiring the parties to
produce all of the documents and information called for by the “second request”), 
and take corrective action where necessary.

! Evaluate the timeliness and effectiveness of merger consent orders and make
adjustments to future orders where appropriate.
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Objective 3: Prevent consumer injury through education.

FY 2000 Budgeted Resources: 34 FTE $3,981,000

Additional Resources over FY 1999:   1 FTE   $203,000
 

The Commission increases awareness of antitrust law through guidance to the
business community; outreach efforts to Federal, state and local agencies, business
groups and consumers; development and publication of antitrust guidelines and policy
statements; and speeches and publications.

1.  GPRA Five-Year Strategies

a. Continue  to educate businesses and consumers about antitrust issues through
traditional means—guidelines, advisory opinions, speeches—and develop newer
avenues of communication, such as the FTC Website.

b. Continue to provide advice to other governmental bodies upon request.

2.  FY 2000 Implementation Plan

! Guidelines—Consider whether further revisions are needed to the Horizontal
Merger Guidelines or other guidelines; consider whether to issue additional
guidelines, as appropriate.

! Advisory opinions—Continue to provide Commission and staff advisory opinions on
competition issues; continue to provide guidance in informal telephone requests,
particularly concerning HSR matters.

! Advocacy comments—File advocacy comments to inform other governmental
entities about competition issues, upon their request.

! Amicus briefs—File amicus briefs in appropriate competition matters.

! Written releases—Monitor the content of complaints, press releases, and analyses
to aid public comment to ensure they are “transparent,” i.e., that they explain in
sufficient detail and with sufficient clarity the evidence and theory of a case, within
the constraints of confidentiality.

! Other materials—Make available prepared texts of speeches; as appropriate,
develop other materials that explain Commission policies and procedures;
circulate economic papers on competition issues.

! Public speaking—Continue to have Commissioners and staff speak at and
participate in seminars, panel discussions and conferences to explain how the
Commission analyzes mergers and business practices.

! International efforts—Continue to support outreach efforts to international bodies
to explain U.S. competition perspectives; continue to aid the development of


